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REPUBLIC OF VANUATU


EXCISE (AMENDMENT) ACT NO.13 OF 2003

An Act to amend the Excise Act No.24 of 2002.

Be it enacted by the President and Parliament as follows-

1 Amendments
The Excise Act No.24 of 2002 is amended as set out in the Schedule.

2 Commencement
This Act commences on 1 July 2003.
SCHEDULE

AMENDMENTS OF THE EXCISE ACT NO. 24 OF 2002

1 Schedule 1 (Number 13 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “750 Vt/litre”, substitute “550 Vt/litre”.

2 Schedule 1 (Number 14 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “250 Vt/litre”, substitute “200 Vt/litre”.

3 Schedule 1 (Number 15 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “700 Vt/litre”, substitute “500 Vt/litre”.

4 Schedule 1 (Number 16 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “750 Vt/litre”, substitute “550 Vt/litre”.

5 Schedule 1 (Number 17 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “250 Vt/litre”, substitute “200 Vt/litre”.

6 Schedule 1 (Number 18 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “700 Vt/litre”, substitute “500 Vt/litre”.

7 Schedule 1 (Number 19 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “750 Vt/litre”, substitute “550 Vt/litre”.

8 Schedule 1 (Number 20 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “250 Vt/litre”, substitute “200 Vt/litre”.

9 Schedule 1 (Number 21 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “700 Vt/litre”, substitute “500 Vt/litre”.

10 Schedule 1 (Number 22 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “750 Vt/litre”, substitute “550 Vt/litre”.

11 Schedule 1 (Number 23 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “250 Vt/litre”, substitute “200 Vt/litre”.

12 Schedule 1 (Number 24 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “700 Vt/litre”, substitute “500 Vt/litre”.

13 Schedule 1 (Number 25 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “750 Vt/litre”, substitute “550 Vt/litre”.

14 Schedule 1 (Number 26 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “250Vt/litre”, substitute “200 Vt/litre”.

15 Schedule 1 (Number 27 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “700 Vt/litre”, substitute “500 Vt/litre”.

16 Schedule 1 (Number 28 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “750 Vt/litre”, substitute “550 Vt/litre”.

17 Schedule 1 (Number 29 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “250 Vt/litre”, substitute “200 Vt/litre.”

18 Schedule 1 (Number 30 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “700 Vt/litre”, substitute “500 Vt/litre”.

19 Schedule 1 (Number 31 of the Excisable Products Table)
Delete “750 Vt/litre”, substitute “550 Vt/litre”.